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fathomable;  or, are by nature unfathomable and have the great moon;  see
Critical Apparatus].	Another in indirectly hinting language:
9.	" *Tho it is I alone that have brought him, thru the mastery of me since child-
hood, to the highest summit of greatness, when I am so much as mentioned in
conversation, that king's son is straightway ashamed;' thus offended, as it
were, your majesty's throng of virtues, supported by its own son your glory, has
departed, as an aged penitent [vrddha;   also means increast, large], for the
penance-groves on the shore of the sea [that is, has become renowned afar],"
Another in riddles:
10.	" He made Fortune, the fitful, whose (only) advantage is (the power to
give) gifts [whose fruit is abandonment] ; she, yielding to a lover [also, punningly,
sought by petitioners], bore Glory as her daughter;   and the latter dallies with
Desire [sports at will] thruout the three worlds; how can the Mighty One [cryp-
tically of the king] fail to be ashamed of this procedure?"
And others in samasya [a game in which one person had to extemporize the first three
quarters of a stanza to fit a fourth quarter proposed by his partner]. Thus some one
propounded one verse-line: " These ninety heads of mine, these eighty eyes, have
become unprofitable." Then (another composed) three new lines, as follows:
11.	" The Serpent-king [Qesa] bowed to the Jinendra [the founder of Jainism]
with nine hundred and ten of his (thousand) heads, and Qakra [Indra] gazed
joyfully upon him with nine hundred and twenty of his (thousand) eyes.  Because
the others were engaged in amusements (and so unavailable), each of the two
gods reproacht himself in his own heart (saying): ' These ninety heads of mine,
these eighty eyes, have become unprofitable.* "   [There is no praise of Vikrama
in this verse.]
With such procedure the noble Vikrama continually conducted his reign. There are
various such compositions about him, and no one need be surprised thereat, for:
12.	No one need be astonisht at hearing of generosity, asceticism, heroism,
learning, moral discipline, and prudent behavior; the earth is full of gems.
Jainistic Recension, Story 29
Vikrama and the sign-reader
When King Bhoja again on another occasion had made complete preparations for
the coronation-rite and was ascending the throne, the twenty-ninth statue said:." O
king, he who has magnanimity like VikramHditya*s ascends this throne." And when
the king askt " Of what sort was this magnanimity ? " the statue said: " 0 king,
In AvantX-city the noble King Vikrama held complete sway. One time there came
into the environs of Avanti a certain man who was skilled in the science of sign-reading,
and could tell by bodily marks the good and evil allotted to men and women in the
past, present, and future. Now he saw there a certain man's footprint markt with a
lotus [a sign of royalty], and reflected in amazement: * Can this be the footprint of
some king ? But how is it that he goes alone, and on foot ? I will just follow along
and see." And as he proceeded, he saw a tattered wretch cairr^iog a load of tra>d on
his head; and in dismay he said: " Alas, if this man with these marks is a wood-carrier.

